Background

Neil is the Founder of Limelight Consulting. With a background steeped in SAP transformation programmes, Neil has over 20-years experience working as an end user for clients, as a consultant for SI’s and as a freelance contractor.

After becoming frustrated with the status quo, Neil set up Limelight Consulting in 2015 to provide business transformation services to, what he describes as, a “broken industry.” Neil’s belief, which is echoed throughout his entire team, is that the failure of transformation programmes, with SAP at their core, is totally unacceptable and all organisations deserve a totally refreshed experience.

Neil created Limelight to plug a gap in how clients work with their implementation partners and provide reassured programme delivery, at a lower cost and a quicker pace – a must in today’s digital world.

We allow execs to ‘sleep easy’ whilst we implement the most challenging programme of their careers

www.limelight.consulting
neil.how@limelight.consulting
Neil has a deep technical understanding in all things bleeding edge, which has proved a huge positive for clients. It means he challenges traditional thinking with disruptive alternatives and ensure everyone gets best value for money. Fundamentally, at his core, he believes everyone deserves much better.

In January 2019, Neil published his book RunFast with the belief that everyone should be able to run accelerated transformation programmes. It quickly became an Amazon #1 best seller and Neil spends much of his time on stage, coaching and helping other leaders understand the challenges of a modern business - especially those undergoing major business transformations.

When Neil formed Limelight, he decided to put giving at the core and committed fully to the United Nations Global Goals. As such, through a charity called Buy One Give One (B1G1), for every day of consulting billed, Limelight provides a month of education to a child in some of the world’s poorest areas.